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Modern information technologies and in particular the internet have revolutionized the patent infor-
mation professionals' work in terms of speed of access and information comprehensiveness from both
company internal and external digital sources. Here, I describe how the digital mindmapping technique
can be used to complement existing intellectual property management software solutions to meet the
challenge of optimizing and managing patent search workﬂows as well as to rapidly organise and access
highly dynamic, heterogeneous and scattered patent information sources. Both eye catching and highly
memorable and at the same time self-explanatory mindmapping examples are presented. These were
designed to include basic and advanced level digital mindmapping features tailored to signiﬁcantly speed
up and maintain a high work quality level of patent search professionals. A special emphasis is put on the
great beneﬁt of organising and accessing the plethora of internet-based worldwide online patent reg-
isters through mindmapping, both in terms of managing the constantly changing deep links to the actual
search options for e.g., legal status information, and keeping track of the offered level of content.
© 2016 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Patent search professionals particularly within large research
and technology orientated companies are nowadays in charge of
conducting a growing range of different patent search types and
analyses, such as patentability, freedom-to-operate, patent invali-
dation, patent statistics etc. For this purpose, the companies have to
deal with steadily increasing amounts of both internal proprietary
(intranet) based and with external internet based data resources
relevant to these searches. Typically, these information resources
fall into three broad thematic categories: (1) science and technol-
ogy and associated business represented by the company (e.g., in-
vention disclosures, patent/non-patent literature etc.); (2)
patenting/patent search process relevant information including
compliance with internal and external regulations (e.g., company
policies, patent law, timelines); and (3) know-how on the under-
lying information technology, software and database systems
required to quickly and comprehensively access the information
relating to the two aforementioned topic groups (“information on
the information”, manuals etc.).PC, European patent conven-
eration procedure; WO, PCT
nformatie Nederland (Dutch
tates.
.de.
td. This is an open access article uA major challenge in working with these information resources
is not only their obviously high number but also their typically
highly scattered and heterogeneous nature regarding their under-
lying IT systems, respective ﬁle organisations, modes of retrieval, as
well as ﬁle formats; intranet portals, different internal database
systems/content servers, shared (group) drives, ofﬁce and E-mail
software and respective various documents types, locally installed
speciﬁc software relating speciﬁcally to patent data, internet
websites including deep links, and organisational data such as
calendar dates etc.
Further challenges typically arise when having to deal with free
of charge external internet based information resources such as
online patent registers. Here, frequent changes regarding respec-
tive deep links and information content contribute to their gener-
ally lower user friendliness as compared to fee based resources.
Obviously, all of the aforementioned central aspects of the
patent search professional's work could strongly beneﬁt from sys-
tems which ideally enable creating a single access point for inte-
grating and managing respective information resources in terms of
speed and comprehensive access to all relevant data. Industry
patent departments across different industrial sectors typically rely
on a combination of standard ofﬁce software and applications,
standard ﬁle and network management solutions, and speciﬁc in-
tellectual property management software. For example, the PatOrg
software from Brügmann [1] is tailored to important aspects of the
patent attorney's work including invention reporting, timender the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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also helpful in related processes in the patent searcher's daily work.
However, given the above outlined constantly changing broad and
heterogeneous nature of information resources relevant to patent
searching, which at the same time is highly company-speciﬁc, the
customization of existing commercial IPmanagement software into
a single access portal suitable for patent searchers is in many cases
not feasible in terms of high demand ofmaintenance and respective
ﬁnancial resources associated thereto. As a consequence, required
complementary information resources outside such commercial IP
management systems are often managed sub-optimally using the
above mentioned standard solutions in which the information is
frequently stored in a disconnected fashion from each other. Ex-
amples for such scenarios include frequently changing written
standard operation procedures (SOPs) aligned with the company
policy or patent law, which are stored for example in shared group
drives and are not represented in the standard processes of a
commercial IP management system. Particularly the high amounts
of such scattered but essential complementary information can
result in slowing down the overall progress of the patent search
and/or patenting processes and in the worst case in noncompliance
with the SOPs.
In the 1970s, the educational trainer and author Tony Buzan
introduced the concept of “mind mapping”, an illustrative method
of depicting ideas connected to a central topic [2]. The classic fea-
tures of this active learning method are the representation of in-
formation of ideas and concepts in short textual form and their
relationships represented through interconnecting lines starting
from a central textual topic “on a paper”. Further sub-topics or
associated ideas can be added in an iterative way to the main topics
to express for example the hierarchy of the information, and further
interconnecting lines can be drawn across different mindmap
sections as required. In this way, mindmaps serve to indicate not
only raw ideas, but also visually represent their relationships, their
signiﬁcance, and how they were derived. The beneﬁt of using the
classic mind mapping technique in promoting learning has been
demonstrated previously [3], and continues to be used in class-
rooms across disciplines [4,5].
In recent years, the potential of the mindmapping technique
was greatly enlarged through the development of softwares which
allow for creating “digital mindmaps”, which are also attractive
outside the classic mindmap's scope of supporting learning. Several
digital mindmapping software solutions exist, including free soft-
ware such as FreeMind [6], and commercial software such as Cacoo
[7], Creatly [8], LucidChart [9], iMindMap [10], MindManager from
Mindjet [11], MindMeister [12], and Xmind [13]. A central basic
feature of all of these tools is that they greatly facilitate and speed
up the creation of mindmaps through offering a choice fromvarious
mindmap template designs or default designs. These templates
contain pre-set optimizations to ease the readability and overall
visual impact of the mindmap, e.g., through the automatic appli-
cation of optimal font sizes across the different hierarchy levels of
the mindmap branches, optimal spacing between the main and
sub-branches, as well as application of eye-catching colours to the
mindmap elements such as fonts, lines and backgrounds.
Depending on the type of software used, ranging levels of freedom
exist to customize the layout regarding the aforementioned
mindmap elements. While said layout features essentially address
the limitations of “high content” handmade mindmaps “on paper”
regarding their potential lack of clarity, digital mindmaps - again
depending on the software used- are particularly attractive through
offering the possibility to seamlessly integrate, and thereby to
provide access to, many of the most important commonly used
digital information resources, such as ﬁle explorer, internet
browser software, E-mail programs, as well as directly to standarddocument ﬁles, including .docx and .pdf ﬁles etc. For a recent
general view on classic versus digital mindmapping please refer to
a previous publication [14].
Exempliﬁed through the MindManager software it is the scope
of this paper to highlight the great advantage of the combined use
of aforementioned classic and advanced level digital mindmapping
features particularly to organise complex workﬂows and the
plethora of scattered and highly dynamic patent information re-
sources to speed up and maintain a high work quality level of
patent search professionals.
2. Results and discussion
In order to demonstrate the particular suitability of the digital
mindmapping approach for the optimization and management of
patent search workﬂows and for the rapid access to heterogeneous
and scattered patent information sources, I will refer to a number of
mindmaps generated by way of example using the MindManager
software (termed “mindmapping software” in the following). The
largely self-explanatory mindmaps shown in this article were
generated to highlight the capabilities of this technique in an iter-
ative way, from the broad features and concepts of using and
generating mindmaps, down to speciﬁc examples particularly
relevant to patent searching. In particular, the latter speciﬁc ex-
amples have evolved as result of multiple years of hands-on-
experience in the context of speeding up and raising the quality
of professional patent searching within large company patent de-
partments. It should be noted here that the overall structure and
main concepts of organising and accessing patent search relevant
information resources as detailed in the following mindmap-
ﬁgures are essentially independent of the speciﬁc mindmapping
software used. Therefore, other mindmapping software as
mentioned by way of example in the introduction section may
serve for similar purposes.
2.1. General digital mindmapping features of special interest to
patent searchers
A largely self-explanatory introduction to mindmapping, and
how it can be used to integrate, structure and access various in-
formation types and sources is shown in Fig. 1. A mindmap tree
structure with three main branches was chosen according to said
three main mindmap functionalities, which were found to be
particularly useful for patent searchers.
Concerning the ﬁrst main functionality to be discussed - “inte-
gration of various information types” - it is ﬁrst of all important to
highlight that the mindmaps can be used simply as a normal text
editor to write and store e.g., simple notes relevant to patent search
jobs, as exempliﬁed in Fig. 1. Different notes may be assigned to
different branches; thereby a to-do-list can be created easily. A
more speciﬁc example is shown in Fig. 3, and will be discussed
below.
An interesting feature of the present mindmapping software is
the possibility to integrate hyperlinks which refer to various stan-
dard software into mindmap branches, e.g., to a ﬁle explorer,
browser software, E-mail programs, as well as directly to standard
document ﬁles, including .docx and .pdf ﬁles. Hyperlinks assigned
to mindmap branches are automatically displayed through their
respective software or document type icons, or internet webpage
“favicons”. This can be used to create eye-catching mindmap
branches to visualise available information resources, and at the
same time the hyperlinks can be used to conveniently open and
access respective software, applications, or ofﬁce documents. Also,
it should be noted here that these hyperlinks can be created very
easily and rapidly, e.g., by using the smart drag-and-drop option
Fig. 1. Overview of options to integrate shown heterogeneous information types and sources into a digital mindmap, their structuring options as well as respective information access options. The shown mindmap itself was created to
be largely self-descriptive by demonstrating respective formatting examples. See text for further details.
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D. Dirnberger / World Patent Information 47 (2016) 12e20 15from the ﬁle explorer. In using this function the mindmapping
software automatically inserts a branch displaying the document
title plus its respective icon at the same time. This swift and intu-
itive handling ensures the rapid generation of hyperlink containing
mindmap branches rather than being hindered by time-consuming
formatting procedures.
In addition to the above mentioned more “classical” features of
digital mindmapping which are more or less offered by other
software producers, the present mindmapping software offers the
advanced level options of integrating and synchronising e.g.,
Microsoft Outlook calendar entries into mindmap branches, as well
as using project management software features including Gantt
diagrams, resource planning etc. Both of these features will be
discussed in more detail in the patent-search speciﬁc examples
(Figs. 3 and 4).
In terms of information structuring, which is the second key
functionality of mindmapping discussed here, it is obvious that
appropriately selecting from the formatting options including the
classical “spider” format or more tree/organogram type structure,
can be used to create self-explanatory visually expressed relation-
ships between information within the mindmap (Fig. 1). Sub-
branches can be added to the main branches, optionally followed
by adding sub-sub-branches to the sub-branches, and so on, in
order to express information hierarchy or any other information
attributes. Collapsing or expanding branches by clicking onto
respective branch nodes offers the possibility to hide detail and
show only the main mindmap topics, or to show the main topics
including the sub-branch information details, as required.
Colour formatting for topic fonts, backgrounds or any other
mindmap elements can be used to create eye-catching highlighting
or grouping of information. Another very useful option of ﬂagging
information within the present mind mapping software are
descriptive icons of various sorts and categories, including inter-
active priority and task status marks, as shown in Fig. 1; as well as
any descriptive image ﬁle, as shown e.g., in Fig. 5 by using database
producer company logos within mindmap branches (replaced here
by “dummy logos”).
The successful usability of mindmaps to speed up the work of
patent searchers is determined essentially by how rapidly and
efﬁciently the contained information can be searched and found
(“access options”, see Fig. 1). This can be accomplished in two
complimentary ways: by manually browsing through the visually
structured information; and/or by automatic keyword searching.
While the latter function is common to all electronic databases in
the widest sense, the suitability of mindmapping to generate a
highly browsable patent information database is of particular in-
terest for the patent searcher, and will be exempliﬁed below in
more detail.
2.2. Overview of mindmaps tailored to patent searching
Fig. 2 comprises an overview mindmap representing the task
and information groups, which I found to be the key issues in daily
patent search work, and which has been developed and optimized
over several years of experience of using mindmapping software
within professional patent searching. As shown, the tasks are
divided into two main branches, “search workﬂow organisation”
and “search information mapping”, reﬂecting two principle aspects
of patent searcher's work which can beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from
mindmapping in terms of work speed and quality. As already
outlined above, the mindmap structure shown in Fig. 2 not only
provides an overview of the relevant task and information groups
but also directly serves as a stand-alone “access portal” for the
underlying heterogeneous and scattered patent and non-patent
information sources. In an attempt to adapt the highly interactiveextensive mindmaps to the requirements of a static presentation
within the present journal article I will discuss the mindmap sub-
structures relating to Fig. 2 individually on the basis of screenshots
of respective expanded mindmap parts, starting with “search
workﬂow organisation” followed by “search informationmapping”.
2.3. Mindmaps related to organising patent search workﬂows
A mindmap relating to general search workﬂow organisational
issues is depicted in Fig. 3. A “General to-do list & notes” main
branch was created for monitoring simple textual to-do agenda
items within individual sub-branches under “to do” or “done”
branches, for which no deﬁnite deadlines exist. Visually assigning
priority to a task branch can be achieved by adding a priority
number or status icons, as well by positioning the agenda item
branches using simple “drag and drop” according to their priority,
e.g., to the top or more towards the bottom of the list. Completed
action items can be moved to the “Done” branch, and can be
“stored” there for later review.
For organising ﬁxed deadlines and meetings, a respective main
branch was created, which integrates the highly convenient option
of synchronisingmindmapswith theMicrosoft Outlook calendar. In
the example shown in Fig. 3 Outlook calendar entries are visualised
as individual sub-branches and can be expanded to view, or
collapsed to hide further detailed information. A particularly
powerful organisational technique is to directly combine Outlook
calendar branches with further related information sources, as
exempliﬁed in Fig. 3 through the combination of a meeting date
with a hyperlink to an associated document. Old calendar branches
can eventually be moved by simple “drag and drop” to a “Past
meetings & deadline” storage branch.
The thirdmain branch on the right in Fig. 3 relates to storing and
accessing frequently used administrative information. It includes
key contact information including convenient hyperlinks to E-mail
software, and any favourite hyperlinks to company intranet sites,
such as information on meeting rooms. While as an alternative
such intranet favourites can also be organised directly within
internet browser software, the mindmap as shown in Fig. 3 addi-
tionally allows a more visually clear integration of further admin-
istrative material of “heterogeneous origin”, such as hyperlinks to
frequently used template documents which may originate from a
completely different path.
An advanced level MindManager software-speciﬁc way of
organising the workﬂow relating to handling multiple patent
search jobs is exempliﬁed in Fig. 4. The ﬁrst aim of the shown
mindmap is to provide a clear overview of the on-going or future
patent search jobs, as well as to provide direct access to the un-
derlying documents at the same time. This was accomplished by
inserting hyperlinks to the respective patent search job ﬁle folders,
each as individual sub-branch. The second aim was to directly
integrate any to-do-items to the respective search job branch,
which enable to quickly decide which task has to be followed next.
For an efﬁcient projection of start and end calendar dates, e.g.,
when challenged by having to handle multiple customer search
jobs in parallel and/or sequentially, the mindmap shown in Fig. 4
further exempliﬁes the integration of a Gantt diagram. Using this
classical project management tool, a separate window is opened
displaying a task list comprised of the individual patent search jobs,
plus respective start and end calendar dates as assigned directly
onto the individual search job mindmap branches. The Gantt dia-
gram eventually displays time bars for each search job using the
same colours, as assigned within the respective mindmap branch.
The task status as assigned through icons to the individual patent
search job branches are also indicated graphically with the
respective Gantt diagram bars. Concluding from the daily practice,
Fig. 2. Mindmapping for creating a “one-stop” information access point for all patent search matters. Shown is a partially collapsed mindmap tree structure for providing an
overview of task and information groups found to be typically relevant for patent searchers. These fall into two main categories, “search workﬂow organisation”, and “search
information mapping”. See text for further details.
Fig. 3. A Mindmap substructure related to general search workﬂow organisation tasks and information groups for patent searchers. Shown information content include simple
textual notes within a general to-do list; integrated Microsoft Outlook calendar for organising meeting and deadlines; other administrative information, such as E-mail and intranet
addresses hyperlinked to respective software; as well as access to template documents. Shown mindmap formatting features include relational positioning of information within a
tree structure, as well as the use of descriptive branch colours, images and software-speciﬁc icons and ﬂags.
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gram proved to signiﬁcantly enhance the quality and speed of
search job planning and handling, in particular in terms of main-
taining a good overview of all relevant processes and information.
2.4. Mindmaps related to patent search information mapping
The remaining mindmaps discussed within this article fall into
the group of patent search information mapping. Essentially, this is
deﬁned as generating and using a fully browsable as well as
searchable information platform based on a digital mindmap,
related to heterogeneous patent search information sources. While
“information mapping” takes advantage of essentially the same
mindmapping software functionalities discussed above for “work-
ﬂow organisational issues”, I would like to highlight within thefollowing examples its particular application in light of steadily
growing numbers of otherwise difﬁcult to structure internal and
external digital information sources.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the efﬁcient integration of various
“frequently used” and otherwise scattered patent information
sources, including company internal network ﬁle folders, hyper-
links to patent database systems, such as STN Express and PatBase,
respective manual document ﬁles, as well as internet hyperlinks to
useful dictionaries, into a well-structured “one stop” browsable
mindmap. Company or webpage logos (replaced here by “dummy
logos”) were introduced into the mindmap branches for enhancing
the swift visual orientation within the mindmap. Grouping
together frequently used information resources into the quickly
accessible center of a mindmap structure by using keyboard short
cut “Pos 1” has proven to additionally speed up daily work.
Fig. 4. AMindmap substructure within category workﬂow organisation for organising and handling patent search jobs. Depicted are three ﬁctitious patent search jobs as hyperlinks
to their respective ﬁle folder. Simple organisational information shown includes status information using icons and textual notes including priority icon. Advanced level organ-
isational information shown includes start and end dates assigned to each patent search job tree branch, which are also represented as a Gantt e diagramwithin a separate window
of the present mindmapping software.
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useful to efﬁciently structure, monitor and make accessible the
plethora of steadily growing, and changing, internet-based, coun-
try-speciﬁc, patent information sources, particularly the online
patent registers. Fig. 6 shows a region-wide structured mindmap
with main branches assigned to regions chosen by way of example,
such as Europe, North America, Wordwide/Other countries, and
Asia, and sub-branches representing individual countries as well as
supra-national organisations such as the European Patent System
(EP) or the World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). Each
country branch comprises expandable sub-branches with hyper-
links to respective internet-based information resources, such as
the EPO (European Patent Ofﬁce), WIPO and the USPTO (US Patent
and Trademark Ofﬁce). Logos of the aforementioned organisations
were integrated into the mindmap branches as eye catchers for
quick information access. In my experience, the alphabetically or-
dered as well as fully browsable tree structure in Fig. 6 is particu-
larly suitable for the systematic retrieval of national phase legal
status information relating to a European patent application. The
application of tags such as branch colouring, or “task done” icons
(as shown e.g. in Fig. 3), allows for monitoring work progress or
gaps relating to the patent information sources.
In order to further exemplify the usefulness of the patent in-
formation mapping approach, I would like to highlight the case of
China, for which the available patent information resources are
difﬁcult to organise and interpret. A major general challenge of
using Chinese intellectual property information is the barrier of a
non-Latin language. Additionally, several scattered informationresources exist, including the China Intellectual Property Net
(CNIPR), the State Intellectual Property Ofﬁce (SIPO), and the Chi-
nese Trademark Ofﬁce (CMTO). Each of which have different in-
formation content, and partly offer advanced legal status
information only in original Chinese language, with only basic in-
formation in English. A further challenge with using the afore-
mentioned information resources is the fact that in the past years
there have been several changes concerning the appearance of the
respective websites, as well as of deep links to, for example, legal
status retrieval search masks. To overcome some of the challenges
associated with the Chinese patent information resources, the Eu-
ropean Patent Ofﬁce offers a “Tips & tricks” section on its website.
This “Tips& tricks” section essentially comprises screenshots of the
above mentioned websites, indicating, step-by-step, which infor-
mation can be found and where. This is updated once these re-
sources are substantially changed [15]. http://www.epo.org/
searching/asian/china/search.html.
Fig. 7 shows how patent information mapping can be used to
integrate the surface links - i.e. the home page web links - of
aforementioned Chinese intellectual property information re-
sources - deep links - i.e. lower level web content - to respective
legal status retrieval search masks; the help ﬁles provided by the
EPO (.pdf e documents); as well as own additional remarks for a
systematic and efﬁcient information retrieval.
It will be obvious to the experienced worldwide patent register
searcher that like China, information retrieval is similarly compli-
cated in several other countries, particularly non-Latin language
countries, and therefore can beneﬁt signiﬁcantly from the patent
Fig. 5. A Mindmap substructure related to category search information mapping. Shown are two search information source groups. Group “Folders & Drives” refers to hyperlinks to
network ﬁle folders containing company speciﬁc patent information. Group “Standard Patent Databases etc.” contains hyperlinks to frequently used software such as STN Express,
or to internet browser based patent search applications and websites, as well as hyperlinks to associated ﬁle folders and documents.
D. Dirnberger / World Patent Information 47 (2016) 12e2018information mapping discussed above.
3. Conclusions
In this paper I have shown how the digital mindmapping
technique can speciﬁcally support the patent searcher's daily work
in two key aspects, namely organising complex workﬂows depen-
dent on multiple information input; and dynamically organisingFig. 6. A Mindmap substructure related to country-speciﬁc patent information mapping. Sh
or regions with sub-branches representing individual countries of interest. EP/US/WO bran
including illustrative logo images (replaced here by “dummy logos”). Other country branche
an overview. Colour highlighting of country branches can be used to ﬂag speciﬁc countriessearches in worldwide legal status information sources. The ﬁrst
key advantage of mindmapping over existing solutions, such as
intellectual property/project management software, standard ofﬁce
software and respective ﬁle formats (e.g. .docx, .xlsx) and browser
software integrated internet favourite lists etc., is its capability to
seamlessly integrate the latter sources into an easy-to-create and
easy-to-use single point management and information access
portal, as demonstrated in the mindmap examples. In particular,own is a mindmap tree structure with main branches assigned to main patent systems
ches are partially expanded to display internet hyperlinks to respective organisations
s are shown with collapsed country-speciﬁc information (hyperlinks etc.) for providing
of special interest, e.g. to indicate a speciﬁc gap of patent information sources.
Fig. 7. Mindmap detail of “difﬁcult” patent information mapping in the case of China. Shown is a fully expanded China-speciﬁc branch to display important Chinese patent in-
formation source sub-branches, China Intellectual Property Net (CNIPR), State Intellectual Property Ofﬁce (SIPO), and Chinese Trademark Ofﬁce (CMTO), and respective internet
hyperlinks. Sub-branches include illustrative logo images (replaced here by “dummy logos”). The sub-branches further comprise associated information within a tree structure, such
as search aids in the form of hyperlinks to help documents and textual remarks.
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combination with the demonstrated more “classic” features - i.e.
short and simple textual search guiding notes which can be
organised hierarchically as sub-branches fromwebsite hyperlinked
main branches, or vice versa - represents a powerful tool for con-
ducting fast and high quality searches, particularly for worldwide
legal status searches. As shown, a comprehensive legal status
source database can be created, which can eventually be explored
through both searching and manual browsing while the latter is
particularly facilitated through the visually expressed hierarchical
information relationships. Another key advantage in this regard is
that the content of such a mindmap based legal status database can
be modiﬁed rapidly and intuitively “on the ﬂy” without speciﬁc IT
skills, and without delaying the actual patent search.
Sometimes the argument is raised that high information content
mindmaps, be that the classical “on paper” ones, or the “digital”
ones, can have a tendency to lack clarity and usability particularly
for those who did not create it, and primarily support the creator's
work rather than information exchange with others. For the digital
mindmaps discussed here, having the general option of hiding low
level or detailed information through collapsing respective
branches and displaying only the main branch information, as wellas choosing from software speciﬁc mindmap templates optimized
for readability, allow the creation of “high impact” presentations
based on mindmaps and thereby to overcome such criticism.
Although convenient deep links to the online registers of the
EPC member states - nowadays offered through the European
Patent Register and worldwide legal status resource weblink col-
lections, such as the Dutch WON collection [16] - have facilitated
legal status searching, it remains tricky for countries with emerging
patent information systems, as well as for non-Latin language
countries such as CN, particularly regarding the collection of “in-
formation about the information”.
In conclusion, the outlined versatility of the digital mind-
mapping features represents an attractive solution to keep pace
with the highly dynamic and steadily growing patent information
sources and related workﬂow processes, which is generally
considered to be the key success factor for the patent information
professional's work.
4. Methods
All shown mindmaps were created with Mindjet MindManager
version 9 [11] for Microsoft Windows, essentially using a
D. Dirnberger / World Patent Information 47 (2016) 12e2020combination of organogram and tree type formatting. Mindmap
branch design, including colouring, was chosen freely without the
use of any template map styles.
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